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Subject: [EXTERNAL] PDS CCB: Three new SCRs and one old SCR for us to consider
Date: Monday, January 11, 2021 at 12:07:40 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Steven Joy
To: EXTERNAL-Stein, Tom (US 4210-Affiliate), Hughes, John S (US 398B), dheather@cosmos.esa.int,

Gopala Krishna, Joe Mafi, Morgan, Thomas H. (GSFC-6901), sbesse@sciops.esa.int, EXTERNAL-
Slavney, Susan (US 4210-Affiliate), tanya.lim@sciops.esa.int, Yukio Yamamoto, EXTERNAL-Stone,
Jesse V (US 398A-Affiliate), Lynn Neakrase, Maa Tiscareno, Santa Marbnez, Mark Bentley, Ed
Guinness, Mayer, David P

CC: Trent M Hare, Law, Emily S (US 3980), Joyner, Ronald (US 398G)

Folks -

Emily has sent us 4 more more SCRs to consider.  One is a re-issue of SCR 264 (Line feed line terminators), and the
other 3 are new. There is one SCR (322) that had as many nodes abstain as vote yes. Please look this one over closely
before making your decision. There is a node that needs this modificabon for mission work so there is some urgency.
I'm going to set the due date/bme for these four SCRs as Tuesday Jan 19 at 10:am PST, giving extra bme since there
are a lot of change requests and one may need some . If we need to have a telecon to discuss any of the SCRs, we will
have that meebng at our normal bme (08:30 PST) on Jan 19. Please feel free to send me votes earlier if you have
them. Lastly, I just want to give everyone a heads up that we're approaching a freeze date in February so we should
expect several SCRs will be pushed our way, and we might need to turn some of them around quickly.

-Steve-

The following SCRs are ready for our vote:
CCB-319 (Add 'ns' – The abbreviated unit for 'Units_Time' (1/10^9 s)) -- Item Passed: 9 Yes (all present)
CCB-320 (Add 'W/m**2/sr/nm/(DN/s)' under Units_of_Misc) -- Item Passed: 8 Yes, 1 Abstain
CCB-322 (add "ODL" to parsing_standard_id) -- Item Passed: 4 Yes, 2 No, 4 Abstain

CCB-264 (Make the Line Feed (LF) character an allowed record delimiter) -- Item Passed: 10 yes (all)

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/projects/CCB/issues/CCB-319
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/projects/CCB/issues/CCB-320
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/projects/CCB/issues/CCB-322
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/projects/CCB/issues/CCB-264

